
SOCKO 
LAUSI 

 
You need: 
sockweight yarn, a rest in red for the cap, in beige or skin for the face and an normal 
amount for the socks 
White eyelash Yarn for the beard, and another textured yarn for the cap. 
Fitting DPNs. I took for my eylash and textured yarn 3,5 mm and for the rest the 
normal 2,75 mm, but 2,5 mm works, too. 
             

Basic idea of the pattern: 
As edge you knit a ribbon with the parts of the cap. At its side you pick up stitches 
and use them for knitting on like normal socks. 
When you change colours the threads should be woven in at once. 
 

Let’s start: 
Cast on 3 stitches in white for the beard with 3,5 mm needles. It will be knittet in 
garter stitch. 
After the cast on *knit two rows, then comes the increase row: Edge stitch, inc 1, knit 
middle stitch(es), inc 1, edge stitch.* After the first Increase row you have 5 stitches. 
Repeat from * to * until there are 9 stitches on the needle. 
Knit one further row. 
 
Now you change to normal sockweight yarn for the face an change the needles to 
2,75mm/2,5mm. 
1. Row: Edge st, k 1, inc (=by knitting in front and back of a stitch), k1, inc, k1, next 
stitch will get the nose so make a bobble, k1, inc, k1, inc, k1, edge st. = 13 stitches 
Bobble: in this stitch knit1, then yo, k1 in back yo, k1 in front of the st = 5 sts. Knit on 
in stockinette 1 back row, 1 front row, 1 back row and in the following front row knit 
all 5 sts together by knitting in the back of the sts. 
Then knit all in all 6 rows in stockinette stitch (the 6. row  is a back row. Otherwise 
knit on additional row, to get a back row. 
 
Now you chance again to the other white textured yarn for the cap (3,5 mm 
needles): Decrease the number of stitches by even distributed decreasing to 9 
stitches and knit the back row with k stitches. 
 
Now change to red and the 2,75/2,5 mm needles again for the cap. 
Increase again the number of stitches to 13 by even distributed increasing. Knit 7 cm 
in stockinette stitch, then another decrease row follows: 
Edge stitch, dec by knitting together two stitches, dec again, knit 3 sts, dec, dec, 
Edge stitch. Purl the back row. 
 
Now change to the yarn fort he sock, here green. Knit the ribbon, that will later be 
edge        of the socks in garter stitch. You knit one row and in the nex row you 
evenly increase to 13 sts again. I knitted the edge the edge in two different ways. On 
the side where I put up the stitches later for the further sock I knit plain edge 

stitches, on the other side, that will be the top edge of the socks I used the 
knotted edge stitch. 
Now take some hand knitted socks you like and measure the length ot the edge 
there. Knit the ribbon as long as these edge is. 
In the last front row you decrease evenly again to 9 sts, and knit the back row. 
 
Now the second part of the cap follows:  
Knit in red one row, increase in the next row evenly to 13 sts.  
Then knit 5-5,5 cm in stockinette stitch. 
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The pattern is free furthermore, but if you like it, it is 
worth for you and you have left some money, 
please support my request and donate to the 
friends of our school, every cent counts. See: 
http://alpenfee.wordpress.com/spende-donation/  



The next row is *a front row: Edge stitch, decrease by knitting 2 sts together, knit until the last three 
sts and then dec by knitting two of them together and then the edge stitch. Purl the sts on the back 
row.* 
Now do this from * to * again, until there are only 5 sts left after the front row.  
In the back row: 1 edge stitch, purl together three sts, 1 edge stitch.  
In the frontl row slip the edge stitch, knit together the other two sts and then pull over the slipped 
stitch. 
Knit in this last red stitch with the textured white yarn another bobble with 3,5mm needles: k 1, yo, k 
1, turn around and then purl together these three sts. Pull the thread through the last stitch and sew 
the thread in the bubble. Do this with the starting white thread, too. 
Now pull hard on the thread of the last read stitch and sew it, too. 
 

Embroider the eyes of the face in black in this form: >  >  >  >   < < < < 
 
Pick up along the even edge stitch side of the ribbon as many stitches as you normally take for your 
socks but minus 5 sts. 
E.g.: I knit my socks with 60 sts, then I pick up 55 sts.  
Do not pick up the edge stitches, where you de/increased from/to the cap.  
At the end you do a knitted cast on of 5 stitches. You need this so that you can knot the Santa 
Claus. 
 
Now finish the sock as normal, I knitted a pattern of Mini-Snowflakes, but you can knit every other 
pattern or knit in stockinette stitch. 
 

These are the knitting charts for my Mini-Snowflake s: 

  
 

for 60 sts for 64 sts 
• purl 
� knit 
 

Knit a second sock, put them on and knot the cap once, you might knot it twice especially for kids. 
 

     


